
Sweet Wife 2251 

Chapter 2251: finally left 

 

When he changed his clothes, could he make a sound? 

Lu Guang put on his clothes before he stood up. He was already taller than others. Even if he was just 

casually wearing a piece of home clothes, he would still feel that his temperament was outstanding, of 

course, he was not a young master who did nothing. He was a rich second generation, a military second 

generation, a red second generation, and a star second generation. 

Indeed, these halos could all be used on him. However, his family background was one aspect. It was 

inevitable that he would succeed, but it also had something to do with his hard work. 

If he really was the kind of person who could not help others, then no matter how good his family 

background was, in the end, he was just an ordinary second generation. However, he used his own 

brain, and opened up a world that belonged to him. 

Lu Guang was 28 years old. He was 1.3 meters tall and weighed 64 kilograms. He was worth over 100 

million. He owned his own law firm. In the past six years, he had never lost a case. He also had a very 

high authority and reputation within Hai City. 

Of course, when people mentioned Lu Guang now, it was only because of his name, not because of who 

he was the child of. 

Perhaps many people did not know Lu Guang’s true identity when they worked with him. They did not 

know that his mother was Yan Huan, the Yan Huan who had once won two international best actress 

awards, she was also the founder of the Ah Hua Foundation. She was also a celebrity who earned more 

than 100 million dollars a year. Although she was no longer in this circle, her fame in this circle did not 

diminish, she could be said to be the existence of Mount Tai and Big Dipper in the entire entertainment 

industry. 

Lu Guang, on the other hand, had never lived under his parents’fame. His current status was neither 

high nor low. He had never received any special treatment just because he was Yan Huan’s son. 

If he had wanted to borrow his mother’s fame back then, he would have directly gone to be a child star. 

Now that he had grown up, no matter what, he would still be a fresh meat. Even if he did not cook fresh 

meat now.., it was always possible to cook bacon. 

However, he didn’t develop in the entertainment industry. He gave up on those things that others might 

not be able to obtain in their entire lives. Instead, he became a lawyer. 

When he came out, Qin Yushi was busy in the kitchen. Lu Guang walked over to the small sofa and sat 

down. He was waiting to eat. What else could he do? He didn’t forget where he was going to eat, he 

didn’t even have a single cent on him. 

Not long after, when Qin Yushi came out, she had already brought a few things with her. She placed 

them on the table. 



There were fried dough sticks, millet congee with red beans, and a few good side dishes. 

Lu Guang picked up his chopsticks and started eating. 

After he took a bite, he confirmed once again that Qin yushi often cooked in the kitchen. Otherwise, she 

wouldn’t be able to cook so well. Her knife skills weren’t bad either. 

His mother was a gourmet. After eating for so long, he knew who cooked well and who didn’t. Did he 

not know? 

He finished the bowl of red bean porridge and ate a lot of fried dough sticks. It was only then that he felt 

more satisfied and comfortable. 

“Boss, can you go back now?” 

Qin Yushi couldn’t help but ask. She had been staying at her place for the whole night and had eaten her 

dinner. Why? Was she still here? If he didn’t leave, how was she supposed to live? She just wanted to be 

quiet now. She wanted to sleep for a while more. When she woke up, what would she do? 

However, Lu Guang didn’t seem to have any intention of leaving. 

“Are you chasing me away?” 

Lu Guang narrowed his eyes dangerously. There was a hint of warning in his voice. 

“Boss, this is my home.”Qin Yushi really didn’t want to talk back to Lu Guang because there were no 

benefits. Few people could change a decision made by someone like Lu Guang. If it was really that easy 

to change.., then he could change his name from Lu Guang to Lu Xiaoguang. 

Lu Guang stood up, put a hand in his pocket, and walked out without saying a word. 

Of course, Qin Yushi wouldn’t let him stay either. After Lu Guang left, she let out a sigh of relief. 

Thankfully, he was finally gone. She could be free now. It was troublesome enough for her to face her 

boss every day, it wasn’t easy for her to get rid of her boss for two days, but the boss took up more than 

half of her time. No matter how she looked at it, she felt a little unhappy. 

Now she was finally better. She stretched and took her clothes to wash. In fact, the weekend was not 

that good. 

She liked to plan. It was not too difficult to plan. She would arrange everything on Saturday. When the 

weekend came, she only had one day for her own entertainment, she would either buy some food for 

herself or read books for the whole day. She did not like to go out or go shopping because she wanted to 

save money. 

Her biggest wish now was to save up a house for herself. However, this house was in the distant future. 

She counted on her fingers and calculated based on her current salary. 

She would need another three years to pay the down payment for the house. At that time, she would be 

26 years old. She was still considered young. Moreover, she had set a ten-year contract with Lu Guang. 

As long as she did not have any major problems.., this contract would still be valid. Even if she could not 



be a secretary, it would be good to be a logistics assistant. Moreover, Lu Guang’s salary was very good. 

The cleaners were also the highest, of course, the benefits were also top-notch. 

It could be said that it was a company with a conscience in Hai City. Moreover, Lu Guang didn’t lack 

money, and Lu Shi’s firm was also very profitable. Therefore, it was common for the company to hold 

some travel and dinner parties every few days. 

The company would provide a lunch, which was free of charge. The company would give them a certain 

amount of meal cards every month. 

It was enough for a man to eat. For a woman like Qin Yushi, she could eat for two months while others 

ate for a month. Therefore, she had already saved a lot of money on the card, even if she wasn’t in a law 

firm in the future and the meal cards couldn’t be recycled, she could still come over for a meal. That was 

why she had the urge to buy a house. 

As long as she could pay the mortgage, even if she didn’t have the money to eat, it was fine. After all, 

she still had a meal card. 

She knew how difficult it was to survive in Hai City. Now, she had experienced it firsthand. 

There weren’t many people in this world who were like Lu Guang. They were truly a noble family. They 

could have anything they wanted. At such a young age, they already had a net worth of several hundred 

million. 

Chapter 2252: because I don’t lack money 

 

He had an outstanding IQ and was able to run such a big law firm. He was also very famous. People like 

him were blessed by the heavens. 

Most of them were like her, struggling to make ends meet. They worked hard for a house and a meal. 

She sighed and opened the bathroom door, only to find Lu Guang’s clothes inside. 

What Else Could Qin Yushi Do? She could only squat down and wash Lu Guang’s clothes. was she going 

to throw them away? In the trash can outside? To be honest, she didn’t have the guts to do so. 

She washed the clothes and hung them on the balcony. The small room was very warm. There was still a 

small sofa in the living room, and on the coffee table on the sofa was a bunch of Fugui bamboos, the 

Fugui bamboos had been raised for about half a year, and they had also grown roots. This was also one 

of the rare patches of green in this winter. 

She placed her hands on her waist. Alright, she was done with her work and could rest now. 

Just as she was about to read the book that she had yet to finish, she heard someone knocking on the 

door. 

Who Was it again? 

Qin Yushi put the book aside and ran out to open the door. 



She was a little puzzled. Who Was It? Could it be the milk? But she didn’t order the milk. It was the 

newspaper. She didn’t read the newspaper either. 

Who Was It? Could It Be Lu Guang? 

She shook off this thought. How could it be? Lu Guang wasn’t stupid. He insisted on coming to her place. 

Her temple was too small. It couldn’t accommodate his Buddha. 

She opened the door and saw the person outside. She didn’t know whether to close the door or slam it 

and leave. 

“I’m here.”Lu Guang walked in with a suitcase in his hand. 

“Boss, don’t tell me you want to stay at my house?” 

Qin Yushi really didn’t know what was so good about her house. It couldn’t be compared to his big villa, 

nor could it be compared to his. That piece of land that was almost as rich as gold wasn’t even 

comparable to a star-rated hotel. 

If Lu Guang wanted to stay there, he could have booked the Presidential Suite for a year or two. Why did 

he have to make her come here? 

“Didn’t I say it before, Little Shishi? Your memory isn’t very good. Your boss, I, was chased out of the 

house by the Empress Dowager. I’m homeless now.”Lu Guang kicked his suitcase to the side, he sat 

down on the small sofa in the living room and crossed his long legs. 

“Don’t tell me you don’t have a place to stay?” 

Qin Yushi leaned against the door and resisted the urge to roll her eyes. Even ghosts wouldn’t believe 

her. 

Lu Guang was worth billions. He couldn’t stay anywhere. Even if he stayed in the company, it was still 

bigger than her place. Why did he have to stay in this pigeon cage. 

Lu Guang just smiled and didn’t say anything. There were some things that he needed to think about 

carefully. Of course, this place was also the most suitable place. 

“Boss...” 

Qin Yushi wanted to chase him away again, but before he could say anything, he was interrupted by Lu 

Qin. 

“200 yuan a day, including food and accommodation.” 

Qin Yushi was about to blurt out the word “No”, but after a while, she held back and took it back. 

200 yuan a day, 200 yuan. 

That would be 6,000 yuan a month. No, it wasn’t even 6,000 yuan. She would have to take away eight 

days of vacation. That would be a terrifying amount. It would be more than 4,000 yuan. 

She would be able to earn more than 4,000 yuan a month. This 4,000 yuan was her living expenses for 

five to six months. Her expenses weren’t high. Her biggest expenses were her daily expenses, such as 



rent, utilities, and so on, she had a meal card in the company, and she cooked by herself, so she really 

did not spend much. If she could save all this money, then she would be one step closer to buying a 

house. 

“Rent is paid once a year, including holidays.” 

Lu Guang played the long game again. 

“One year?” 

Qin yushi almost bit her tongue. 

“The holidays are included.” 

6000 yuan a month? A whole year. 

Qin yushi bit her finger. It was close to 80,000 yuan a year. If she added in the money she earned from 

work, she might be able to save up enough to buy a house by the year after next, right? 

Yes, a year. The holidays were included. 

Lu Guang crossed his legs and pulled his suitcase over. He took out a contract from the suitcase and 

placed it on the table. 

“Come over and take a look?”Lu Guang pointed at the contract on the table. 

Qin Yushi walked over and stared at Lu Guang suspiciously for a long time. 

However, Lu Guang’s smile was flawless. No one knew what he was thinking. He was already a high-level 

vixen who had cultivated for a thousand years, ordinary people wouldn’t be able to figure out what he 

was thinking? Even if Qin Yushi had been with him for three years, three years wasn’t enough to touch 

his fox fur. 

Lu Guang pulled out a rich bamboo from the vase and played with it in his palm. 

Qin Yushi picked up the contract and flipped through it page by page. 

She was a law student, so she had taken over this contract countless times. Every word, sentence, line, 

and even every punctuation mark on it was all wrong and fishy, she could tell at a glance. 

She read the contract from beginning to end. Even a punctuation mark was nothing in her eyes. 

The final result was just like what Lu Guang had said. He wanted to be a tenant here, providing food and 

accommodation for 200 yuan a day and 6,000 yuan a month. The contract was signed every year, and Lu 

Guang would pay Qin yushi 72,000 yuan in rent in one go, if Qin Yushi went back on her word, she would 

have to pay Lu Guang 10 times the liquidated damages, which was 720,000 yuan. 

“Why should I pay you 720,000 yuan?” 

Qin Yushi felt that it was unfair. 

“Because I don’t lack money.” 

Lu Guang hit the nail on the head. He was really cruel and straightforward. 



Yes, he did not lack money, but Qin Yushi did lack money. She was still very short of money. If she really 

went back on her word, Lu Guang was not afraid of losing money. At most, he would pay the rent and 

not live there.., it was not like he could not afford to lose this money. It was just that it was less than 

10,000 yuan. It was not even a fraction of his monthly income. 

However, it was different for Qin Yushi. Qin Yushi’s monthly salary was only a few thousand yuan. In a 

year, it was at most 50,000 to 60,000 yuan. She would have to pay 720,000 yuan. To be honest, if she 

sold her.., it was impossible to sell her for so much money. Also, she really didn’t have that much 

money. 

Chapter 2253: Natural Born 

 

Agree or disagree? 

Actually, her rationality was telling her that it was best not to talk about a contract with Lu Guang. No 

matter how strong her business ability was, no matter how shrewd her calculations were, in the end, 

she could not compare to Lu Guang in terms of calculations, even if there were ten of her, she could still 

compare. 

It could also be said that she was born. 

And they were all ordinary people. They simply did not understand what these geniuses were thinking? 

But she wanted the 70,000 yuan this year, so much money in a year. If it was two years, if it was three 

years, if she was given three years, she could buy her own house. 

That was why she was so hesitant. In fact, she knew better than anyone that a calculative person like Lu 

Guang would never let her take advantage of him? 

However, reason was reason, and emotion was emotion. 

Her wish since she was young was to own a house of her own. 

Therefore, such thoughts were carved into her soul. From time to time, they would stab her heart, 

making it difficult for her to reject them. 

“Sign it.” 

Lu Guang took a pen and placed it in front of Qin Yushi. “Just by letting you cook for one more person 

than usual, you can earn more than 70,000 yuan a year for free. Why? Aren’t you tempted?” 

Qin yushi bit her lips lightly. 

It was true. If she wasn’t tempted, then it was a lie. If she was tempted, how could she not be tempted? 

If she wasn’t tempted, then it wasn’t her. 

She clenched the pen in her hand and hesitated for a long time. In the end, she signed her name on it. 

This contract was written in two copies. The moment she signed it, the contract was already in effect. 



Lu Guang placed the contract on his body. Then, he picked up his suitcase and walked into Qin Yushi’s 

room. 

Qin yushi sighed and looked at the small sofa in front of her. She compared the length of the sofa. She 

was probably going to stay here for the rest of the day. After all, she had already spent money. 

Naturally, she had to stay in the room, she couldn’t possibly let someone spend money to live in the 

living room and sleep on the sofa, right? 

It was better for her to sleep on the sofa. It wasn’t as if she had never slept on the sofa before, and it 

wasn’t too uncomfortable. Although it wasn’t quite right with her lifestyle, she had to bear with it for 

the sake of money, if she could bear with it, she would be able to live in her own house. 

If worst came to worst, she could go buy another bed and sleep here at night. She could also draw a 

curtain around her, just like sleeping in a room. 

She really didn’t feel that her room couldn’t become someone else’s as soon as possible. If Lu Guang 

wanted to live in it, he could. 

Inside, Lu Guang opened his suitcase and pulled out everything inside. His clothes, coat, and pants were 

all hanging inside. Then, he took off his coat, he laid down on the bed and pulled the blanket over 

himself. As expected, he fell asleep very quickly. 

This was something that did not happen anywhere else, especially in a different place, a different bed, 

and a pillow. 

Although a person like him could be said to be very particular, to put it bluntly, he was a man with a lot 

of problems. Under normal circumstances, he could not do this or that, but in fact, he was secretly 

tolerating it, he wanted others to think that he was easy to talk to. 

In fact, he wanted to recognize the bed, the pillow, the place, and even the air. 

It was impossible for him to get used to a good place without ten days to half a month. However, this 

place was very unexpected. He didn’t even have the habit of coming here, but everything was already 

natural, moreover, the quality of his sleep was quite good. He didn’t suffer from insomnia or discomfort. 

He was sleeping soundly here, but Qin Yushi regretted signing the contract. Why did she feel like she 

had sold herself? 

She took out the contract again and read it carefully. There was nothing wrong with the contract. It was 

written at the back that if she were to unilaterally terminate the contract.., she would have to 

compensate Lu Guang with 720,000 yuan for breaching the contract. 

This 720,000 yuan was like a huge mountain pressing down on her. It made her life, which was originally 

easy, suddenly become a little chaotic. It was also beginning to change beyond recognition. 

She really did not know what she was thinking just now? Why did her brain go haywire? Her brain went 

haywire and she had already signed her name. 

Was she really going to sell her house now, or was it too much to ask. 

She opened the drawer and put the contract inside. 



Forget it, she had already signed it. What was the point of saying all this now? She should think about 

how to get along with her new landlord in the future? 

In fact, it didn’t seem like it was a big deal. They didn’t get into each other’s business. The troublesome 

thing was that the house she was renting now was a small one-bedroom house because it was cheap. 

There was only one bedroom, if she had known this would happen, she would have rented a bigger 

house. In that case, it wouldn’t have affected anyone. It would have been great. 

Lu Guang was still asleep. He was still able to sleep. After all, he was a creditor, and Qin Yushi was now a 

debtor. 

When Lu Guang woke up, he was in good spirits. When he walked out, he could already smell the aroma 

of the food. Someone was thinking about his three meals a day, so his money wasn’t wasted, of course, 

he did not feel wronged living in such a small place. 

Lu Guang sat down generously and took the chopsticks on the table. He started eating. 

Although it was not as delicious as his mother’s cooking, it was still acceptable. 

Qin Yushi came out of the kitchen and picked up her chopsticks to eat. She did not like to talk much. It 

was just like before, and she didn’t feel anything when there was such a handsome man sitting in front 

of her. 

All the light returned to the two thick glasses. Only the dishes on the table could enter her eyes. If she 

was eating alone, she could just make some for herself, but now, there was Lu Guang. 

Lu Guang did not mind the simple dishes. Although the dishes were simple, they were delicious. 

He raised his eyes and stared at the thick glasses on Qin Yushi’s face. 

“What’s wrong with your eyes?” 

He was wearing plain glasses, so he could not understand why Qin Yushi was so short-sighted? 

How did her eyes become like this? 

How much did she love watching TV? How much did she love learning? She had made her eyes so 

serious. Without her glasses, it was as if she was blind. 

“It’s natural.”Qin Yushi pushed up her glasses. “I couldn’t see clearly when I was young. Later, when I 

grew up, I realized that it was natural for my eyesight to be weak. When I got there, it was this high 

degree.” 

Chapter 2254: she was sleepwalking again 

 

Even if she was wearing these special glasses, her vision was not as good as other people’s, so don’t 

blame her for having to wear such thick glasses. She also knew how beautiful it was to wear contact 

lenses, but.., she had no choice. She could only wear these glasses every day without them. She was 

practically blind. 



She lowered her eyelashes, and the light on her glasses reflected something. It seemed like something 

was making her feel a little depressed. 

“Is there no other way?” 

Lu Guang’s gaze was still on Qin Yushi’s glasses. He had tried on such thick and heavy glasses himself, 

and it was hard to imagine how uncomfortable it would be when it pressed against his ears and nose, 

she had to wear these glasses every day for more than twenty years. 

Qin Yushi shook her head. “No, I’m just used to it.”She wore these glasses every day. These glasses were 

her life, and she was used to relying on them, so, she really didn’t feel anything wrong. 

Some things were good as long as she got used to it. 

Yes, it was good as long as she got used to it. 

“Why is Boss Afraid of the Dark?” 

The situation was already like this. Qin Yushi also wanted to know what she wanted to know all this 

while. Anyway, she was already telling everything she knew. As for whether Lu Guang wanted to tell her 

or not, she couldn’t make a decision. After all, the boss was the boss, that wasn’t someone else. 

Lu Guang also smiled. When he was young, he had a car accident with his mother. I was blind for about 

half a year. At that time, my family was already in despair. They were also thinking about how I would 

live in the future, they had all started training me to be blind. Fortunately, I didn’t suffer so much. In the 

end, my eyes recovered. However, it was probably a habit that I left behind. It was a psychological 

problem, just like you, they were all used to it. 

Of course, he had never thought of treating it. 

To put it bluntly, it was actually a harmless matter. 

The Boss’s life was indeed full of ups and downs. 

Qin Yushi stood up and tidied up the bowls on the table. She took them to the kitchen and washed them 

clean. She remembered the extra 72,000 yuan in her account, she couldn’t help but feel excited. This 

was great. She could buy a house and live there soon. 

Of course, this kind of affection also washed away her uneasiness. It was no longer as strange as before. 

At night, Qin Yushi carried her bedding to the living room and laid it on the sofa. She lay on the sofa and 

didn’t feel uncomfortable. The sofa was a little small for Lu Guang, but to her, it was just enough to give 

her a chance to turn over a new leaf. 

She didn’t turn over for long before falling asleep. Although she still felt uncomfortable, it was time for 

her to rest. Therefore, she didn’t feel too uncomfortable. 

What she didn’t know was that after she fell asleep, the door to the room was opened. Lu Guang walked 

out and walked to the sofa. He squatted down and stretched out his finger, he lightly poked Qin Yushi’s 

face. 



“Shishi...”he called out Qin Yushi’s name. However, Qin Yushi didn’t seem to have any special reaction. 

She really slept like a log. 

“Little Shishi?”He poked her again. Qin yushi only frowned slightly. Her face without glasses seemed 

paler than other people’s eyes. It could also be because she hadn’t seen the sun for a long time, that 

was why her eyelashes were very long, but at the same time, they were very slender. They trembled and 

almost shattered. 

Lu Guang reached out to Pinch Qin Yushi’s face again. When Qin Yushi fell asleep at night, she was very 

real and did not wake up easily. Lu Guang had already known about this last night. 

He reached out to carry Qin Yushi easily. She was very light, almost weightless. As for how light she was, 

Lu Guang did not know, but it looked like she was no more than ninety. 

He placed Qin Yushi on the big bed and forcefully pulled her into his arms. 

Yes, that was the feeling. He sighed in satisfaction 

This was the kind of person he was looking for. This was the kind of person that could make him 

satisfied, make him feel at ease, make him feel at ease, make him not fear the darkness. This was the 

kind of person that he thought would take a long time to find. He thought.., he might not be able to find 

this person in his entire life. He once thought that he would be able to continue living like this after 

wasting his life. 

In the end, he really did find this person. In fact, he only came here to try again. The result was just as he 

had imagined. 

He lowered his head and hugged the person in his arms a little tighter. It was as if he was hugging a soft 

pillow. As for whether he had other intentions towards Yu Shi? 

He wasn’t sure yet. After all, when it came to relationships, he needed to take responsibility. He needed 

to take responsibility for himself as well as for others. He only liked Qin Yushi as a pillow and it was very 

comfortable to hug. 

In the morning, he opened his eyes and hugged the pillow even tighter. He had a good night’s sleep and 

when he lowered his head, he saw that the woman in his arms was extremely obedient, she was just like 

the Bean bun that his mother raised. She was very clingy and obedient. She did not look like the disciple 

of Grand Master extinction at all. 

There were many eyes that were less uniform. It was also less professional. She was no longer a strong 

woman. 

Actually, thinking about it now, who wanted to be a strong woman? who did not want to have a home? 

Not everyone had a big tree that they could rely on. Not every woman could have a place to shelter 

from the wind and rain. 

Many people needed to learn to be strong because they needed to live. 

He closed his eyes and hugged the human-shaped pillow even tighter. Not long after, Qin Yushi opened 

her eyes. She couldn’t see anything clearly, but she knew what she was hugging, it wasn’t anything. It 

was a person. It was a man. 



Then, a large face approached her face. At that moment, she felt her entire face turn red again. 

“You... I...” 

Before she could finish her sentence, she was interrupted by someone. 

“You might have recognized the bed.”Lu Guang shook his head helplessly. He seemed to be 

magnanimous and didn’t blame her, “I understand. I actually recognized the bed too. That’s why you ran 

over here in the middle of the night.” 

“Then why didn’t You Wake Me Up?” 

Qin yushi quickly moved her body away. She was about to go crazy. Their posture just now was too... 

too... what? 

She even had the thought of cutting herself off. 

“I did, but you didn’t wake up.”Lu Guang closed his eyes again as if he hadn’t woken up. 

Chapter 2255: her house was very ordinary 

 

Qin yushi sat up with a whoosh. She didn’t look for her shoes and went out barefooted. However, she 

didn’t have her glasses. Her hands kept moving forward, but it was because she was too anxious, she 

didn’t throw her glasses on the floor. 

She walked to the sofa and touched her glasses. However, she couldn’t find them even after touching 

them for a long time. She looked like she was blind. 

She couldn’t find her glasses again. Usually, she would leave them there. There were only three left and 

right places. No matter how hard she tried, she could still find them. However, because she was sleeping 

on the sofa today.., it was her first time, so she really forgot where she left her glasses. Could it be that 

she dropped them on the floor? She knelt on the floor and began to touch them. She reached out and 

picked up a pair of glasses from the table, then, she walked in front of Qin Yushi, squatted down, and 

put the glasses on Qin Yushi’s face. 

When Yu Qinshi’s gaze focused on her, she heaved a sigh of relief. She finally saw Lu Guang, who was 

parallel to her gaze. 

Her red lips moved along with her for a long time, but she didn’t know what to say. That’s right, what to 

say? 

She had lost her face because she had lost it a long time ago. 

“Don’t worry, I’m very magnanimous,”Lu Guang said as if he wasn’t angry enough with Qin Yushi. “It’s 

not like you haven’t touched me before.” 

Qin Yushi quickly stood up and ran into the bathroom. She quickly turned on the faucet and splashed 

cold water on her face. She kept rubbing her face. 

How did she become like this? Yes, how did she become like this? What happened to her? 



She covered her face with her hands and screamed like she was going crazy. 

She didn’t sleep in the middle of the night and ended up sleepwalking and treating the big boss as a 

pillow. But how could this be? Yes, how could this be? How could she have such a weird habit? Was this 

her? Was this still her? 

When the temperature on her face dropped, she walked out and saw Lu Guang still sitting outside. His 

long legs were crossed, and he was reading a book on his lap, this was the romance novel that she liked 

to read recently. 

It didn’t matter if she closed the door herself. These romance novels were just for fun. But if Lu Guang 

saw them, she felt a little embarrassed. 

She quickly ran over and reached out to grab the book in Lu Guang’s hand. Then, she hid it behind her 

back. 

‘Um, I’ll go cook.’. 

She ran into the kitchen with the book in her hands. She didn’t dare to turn around, afraid that Lu Guang 

would laugh at her. 

But what was so funny? Although she was quite a man, she was still a woman. Of course, she would 

dream. She would also dream of ignorant girls. It was just like reading romance novels. She had 

imagined it, she would become Cinderella, and then meet a prince, and then happily spend her life with 

the prince. Of course, she still lived a very realistic life, and now she was saving a house for herself every 

day, the dream of a prince and a princess was not realistic, but the house was something that could be 

achieved step by step. Moreover, she had received another 70,000 yuan yesterday. Perhaps she could 

buy a cheaper house now. 

She threw the book aside and fastened her apron. She was also preparing breakfast. She did not want to 

give Lu Guang Anything. She would give him whatever she ate. If he was not used to it.., or if he did not 

want to eat, she could not do anything about it. She also wanted to make him something delicious. 

However, she did not know how to make it herself. If she did not like it, she could only trouble him to go 

out and buy it. 

She brought out the rice that she had prepared. It was extremely simple. 

There was a pancake with stir-fried shredded potatoes, a cold cucumber, and a shredded radish. If she 

was alone, shredded potatoes would have been enough. Now, there were two more dishes. It was 

already sumptuous enough. 

Lu Guang naturally didn’t mind it. He was already very hungry, so as long as he could eat it, it was fine. 

Qin Yushi’s food wasn’t too bad, but it suited his taste very well, so he liked it. 

“Shishi, don’t worry about your family. Are You Alone in Hai City?” 

Lu Guang remembered that he had never known about Qin Yushi’s family situation. Of course, he didn’t 

have the time to inquire about the personal affairs of his employees. 

However, they were now his roommates. They would be sharing the same bed in the future. Naturally, 

he needed to know more about them. 



As for Qin Yushi’s family situation, Lu Guang really didn’t know. 

“My family...” 

Qin yushi poked the rice in her bowl. “There’s nothing much in my family. It’s nothing more ordinary 

than that. I’m sure the boss doesn’t want to hear about it.” 

She didn’t want to say anything else, nor did she have the interest to talk about family matters. 

Moreover, when she mentioned the word “Family,”Lu Guang noticed the slight coldness in her eyes. 

Family was one’s home. Without a family, one had no roots. Before a woman got married, her parents 

were her family. After she got married, her husband was her family. And now, Qin Yushi felt like she was 

the only one in her family, therefore, she didn’t have a family. Her family was her future. She bought 

that house herself. That was why she yearned for it. Even in her dreams, she yearned for her future 

house. 

Even if Qin Yushi did not say anything, Lu Guang did not ask anymore. He would investigate what he 

needed to know. Otherwise, even if he were to die here, with Qin Yushi’s stubborn mouth and stubborn 

personality.., she would not let him know a single word. 

He had his own news network. He had information on both the public and secret channels. This was the 

source of special information for the Lu family. 

After eating, Qin Yushi went into the kitchen. Her thick glasses blocked her view. Her eyes were very 

beautiful. They were misty because of her high myopia. 

However, this misty look might be stunning to others, but to her, it was blind because she was almost 

half blind. 

After Lu Guang finished his meal, he had nothing to do. In fact, he really had nothing to do. He placed his 

notebook on the coffee table and started playing games. 

When Qin Yushi came out, she saw his fingers moving rapidly on the keyboard. It made her eyes blur. 

What terrifying hand speed. 

Qin yushi shook her head. She took her book from behind and put it away. However, she felt that she 

had nowhere to sit. 

At this moment, she should be sitting in her room, wrapped in a blanket, flipping through her books, and 

occasionally eating snacks. However, she didn’t even have a place to sit. The room was now occupied by 

the tenant, two hundred a day. She endured it. 

Chapter 2256: she was actually a pillow 

 

The sofa was now a tenant’s as well. The tenant was playing a game, so she tolerated it. 

She could only bring a stool for herself and sit there flipping through a book. Occasionally, she would 

take a second look at her new tenant. Her new tenant was her big boss, and to be honest.., her big boss 



was indeed tall, handsome, and rich. He was a very capable diamond bachelor, and he loved himself 

even more. Perhaps half of the women in Hai City wanted to marry him. 

Such a man was usually high and mighty, and he could be seen from afar without being touched. Of 

course, she had never had any designs on the big boss. She didn’t have any big advantages, but there 

was one thing.., she was still quite confident. She was very well-known and knew that some people’s 

ideas could be tried, but some people’s ideas couldn’t even be tried. 

For example, Lu Guang was the existence of light, while he, Qin Yushi, was a depressed existence. 

That was why she didn’t have any interest in the big boss. That was why she could live for so long and 

stay by the big boss’s side for three years. She knew that if she really had any interest in the big boss, 

then very soon.., she would be able to get out of here. 

Compared to a good job, a man.., 

she still believed in work. 

Money was more reliable than a man. 

Lu Guang looked up and saw Qin Yushi’s eyelashes fluttering. Her eyelashes were really long. If it 

weren’t for the thick glasses, she would have been an extremely good-looking woman. 

It turned out that under the glasses, she would have a very likable face. It was a pity that she had to 

wear such thick glasses. 

At night, Qin Yushi stood there for a long time before she found a place to sit. She told herself that she 

couldn’t make any more mistakes or do anything wrong this time. 

She also couldn’t sleepwalk over to someone else. 

She pulled up the blanket and curled up on the small sofa. She slept on the small sofa the next day for 

200 yuan a day and 6,000 yuan a month 

Look, she was just a little wronged at night, but she had to earn 200 yuan a day. If this was in the 

company, how long would she have to work overtime to earn this money. 

For her future house, for her future home, she would risk it all. 

But the next day, when the alarm clock rang, she instinctively reached out to touch her phone. After 

touching it for a long time, she ended up touching something warm. 

It was warm. She narrowed her eyes. 

It was soft. She winked. 

It was alive. She opened her eyes. 

“Lu Guang!”She suddenly sat up, almost rolling and crawling. She almost did not hit her head. It was 

clear that people’s potential was limitless. She did not wear her glasses, she could be said to be half 

blind. However, she did not hit the wall and ran out. 

Lu Guang grabbed his hair and sat up. 



He propped up his face with one hand and suddenly smiled weakly. 

God, why did he feel that his previous life was really wasted? What had he been doing for the past 27 

years? Every morning, he would wake up, eat, and then go to work, then, he would take on cases. No 

matter how many cases he had, no matter how much money he had earned, it had been a long time 

since someone had made him laugh like this. 

He felt that his life was like a pool of stagnant water, and he couldn’t make any waves. He had to live like 

this for the rest of his life, but he never thought that there would be such a clown in this world. 

This was too interesting. 

He was laughing so hard that tears were coming out of his eyes. His face was smiling, his eyes were 

smiling, and his eyebrows were smiling. Meanwhile, Qin Yushi was hiding in the bathroom, crying herself 

into a fool. 

Why was she sleepwalking again. 

On this day at work, Lu’s mood was obviously very good. It was so good that it made people feel 

comfortable. He didn’t feel any pressure even listening to him talk, even though he was still smiling, 

however, it felt like the mask on his face was cracking. He didn’t look like an old fox, but a human. 

On the other hand, Qin Yushi felt that the way others looked at her was a little strange. They all asked 

her what happened to her boss today. Did he change his temper, or did something good happen. 

How Could Qin Yushi know that something good had happened? Her face was stiff all day long. 

Fortunately, she was wearing this black outfit. In the morning at the company, her face was also stiff. On 

top of that, there was a beer bottle hanging from the bottom of her eyes, it was impossible for anyone 

to notice anything. 

She looked relaxed on the outside, but in reality, she was going crazy. Was she going crazy? 

When she returned, she rummaged through the shelves and found a rope for herself. Then, she tied her 

feet up. She thought that since her feet were tied up, she couldn’t just jump over to Lu Guang like a 

zombie. 

She admitted that Lu Guang was a diamond bachelor. She also admitted that Lu Guang’s own conditions 

would definitely make women scream, but she wasn’t one of these women. 

She was well-known for her lack of interest in Lu Guang. She really had no interest in him. She had never 

had any interest in him, so she couldn’t be like a lecherous woman, wanting to bite Lu Guang from time 

to time. 

In the eyes of other women, Lu Guang might be a monk’s flesh, but in Qin Yushi’s heart, he was her 

boss. He was a good boss, a generous boss. Other than that.., she really didn’t have any other thoughts. 

For example, biting the boss and then sleeping with him. 

But why did she have the habit of sleepwalking? She had to treat the boss as a pillow every day. 

Fortunately, she had high myopia. The boss was by her side when she woke up a few times.., but she 



didn’t see anything clearly. Otherwise, she would have hit her head against the wall and almost killed 

herself. 

She tried the rope. HMM, it was quite strong. There shouldn’t be any major problems. She pulled the 

blanket and lay down. Although it wasn’t very comfortable, she could endure it, as long as she endured 

it for the night, she might be cured of her sleepwalking disease. 

However, she didn’t know that after she fell asleep, a door opened. Lu Guang walked out and walked in 

front of Qin Yushi. He reached out and untied the rope around her feet. 

It wasn’t that Qin Yushi wanted to use Lu Guang as a pillow. Instead, Lu Guang was starting to feel 

uncomfortable without Qin Yushi as a pillow. He couldn’t sleep well either. 

Chapter 2257: Qin Xiaocabbages 

 

He hugged his pillow properly and pulled the blanket over him. Well, this was great. He felt that his life 

was perfect. As long as he could hug such a natural pillow every day.., no matter how much pressure he 

had to endure during the day, no matter how boring his life was, he felt that he could laugh every day. 

Lu Guang opened his eyes. Under the dim light, he could see two faint green shadows on Qin Yushi’s 

face. She was indeed sleeping soundly and had no intention of waking up. It was rare to see someone 

like this.., as long as she fell asleep, even if there was a thunderstorm or an earthquake outside, it would 

be impossible to wake her up. Furthermore, she was so unalert. He didn’t know how she could grow up 

safely and still be alive until now. 

He stretched out his finger and gently poked Qin Yushi’s face. Then, he recalled the things that he found 

out. He never knew that Qin Yushi grew up in such an environment. Of course.., the things that she told 

him last time were not true. 

It was no wonder that she was never willing to talk about her family. She also wanted to save money to 

buy a house for herself. She had no intention of going home to develop. It was better not to go home to 

such a home. 

“You’re so pitiful.”Lu Guang sighed and hugged the woman in his arms tighter. 

This pillow was his, Lu Guang’s, and no one could take it away from him. 

There was always a small lamp on the headboard of the bed. It also brought some faint light into the 

dark bedroom. This was the darkness, and the darkness would eventually pass. Dawn would soon follow. 

Qin Yushi suddenly grabbed Lu Guang’s clothes tightly, and her delicate eyebrows tightened slightly. 

Perhaps she had a bad dream, but a large hand reached out and patted her shoulder. 

Gradually, her eyebrows relaxed, but her fingers that were grabbing Lu Guang’s clothes never loosened. 

Qin Yushi was born into a well-off family. When she was young, she did have a good life. Her parents 

were both working, and her family was considered wealthy. She was the only child in the family, but 

because she was a girl.., her grandparents did not like her either, but she still lived a good life with 

money. 



However, everything changed when she was three years old. Her parents argued endlessly, and she was 

practically an orphan without anyone to care for her. It was common for her to go hungry when she was 

young, and no one knew.., what exactly happened to her at that time and how did she grow up? 

Her parents’marriage barely lasted for less than two months before it ended with a divorce 

After that, no one wanted her because she was a girl. Her grandparents in the Qin family never liked her 

at all. They were still of the older generation, thinking about the matter of carrying on the family line. 

When Qin Yushi was born, it meant that the Qin family’s reputation would be ruined here. Therefore, 

they never gave Qin yushi a good look and didn’t care about her. They still hated her in their hearts, why 

didn’t she die? If she died, the Qin family could have another grandson. 

After that, Qin Yushi’s father married a woman within a few months. Qin Yushi’s mother also married 

someone else. The two of them reorganized their new family, but no one wanted her as a child. 

Qin yushi was like a rubber ball that was kicked around. Later on, it was the Qin family’s eldest uncle 

who pitied her and brought her to live in his own house, giving her a meal. If it weren’t for the Qin 

family’s eldest uncle.., qin yushi might not even exist now. 

Not long after that, Qin Yushi’s stepmother gave birth to a boy. She was able to hold her head high in 

the Qin family and gain a firm foothold. Father Qin also had a son. Almost all of his stepmother’s mother 

and son became ancestors. 

Qin Yushi was brought back by Father Qin. He said that he was going home, but after he went back, his 

stepmother went into confinement. There were a lot of things that no one wanted to do at home. Even 

the clothes were not washed, even if the parents of the Qin family wanted to, they were old and could 

not afford to waste time. No one knew what Father Qin was thinking at that time. He actually asked a 

child who was not even four years old to do these things. 

At that time, the son of the Qin family was born in winter. On such a cold day, Qin Yushi, a young child, 

washed clothes and dishes. She washed her younger brother’s diapers. Her hands were swollen from 

the cold. It was also during those few years.., her hands would be red and swollen from the cold every 

winter. As a four-year-old child, she had to do all the chores at home. She had to sweep the floor, wipe 

the table, and wash the pots and dishes. Not to mention doing all these things.., she had to bring her 

younger brother along. 

However, her stepmother did nothing. Even when she was in labor, she had to do all the work. Qin yushi 

was like a cabbage back then. 

And that song was sung for her. 

Cabbage, Ye Yehuang, two or three years old, no mother. 

At that time, Qin Yushi would cry every time she heard this song. However, as she cried, she realized 

that no matter how much she cried, she would still be the one doing the work. She would still be the 

one suffering from the cold. In the end, she stopped crying because she knew that no matter how much 

she cried.., she would not be able to gain the sympathy of others. She would still have to work and be 

scolded. 



Just like that, when she was six years old, she would be going to primary school. Father Qin did not want 

her to go to school initially, but now that she was going to school, who would do the work at home? His 

son was only three years old now, and he could not even walk steadily, if there was no one to take care 

of him, he would fall. However, sometimes it was not up to him to not do it. If he did not let Qin Yushi go 

to school, the leaders of the unit would come looking for her. wasn’t she currently being evaluated as an 

outstanding employee? He didn’t want the outstanding employee that he had worked so hard for so 

many years to go down the drain. In the end, he reluctantly let Qin Yushi go to school. 

Even so, Qin Yushi still had to do housework every day after school. She had been doing this since she 

was young, and she did it better than anyone else. And this family really couldn’t live without her. If he 

wasn’t around.., the whole family wouldn’t even be able to get their clothes clean. 

As for her going to school, it wasn’t for anything else. It was just that every time she got into the top 

few, she would be given a lot of things. She didn’t care about awards or anything. She only cared about 

the books and pens she gave out every time, so every year, she had to get first place in her class and 

also in her grade. 

At this time, the children in love were only good at their studies. They were also envied by others. Of 

course, Father Qin was the same. However, he was not very happy in his heart. This was because these 

first places were not obtained by his son. He thought that.., as long as his son grew up and went to 

school, he would definitely be able to study so well in the future. The children of the Qin family were all 

good at their studies. 

Chapter 2258: was heredity 

 

Qin Yushi was still the first in her age every year. Her academic results were never off-line. Of course, 

she also did a lot of work at home. As for Qin Yushi’s younger brother.., father Qin gave him a good 

name. Qin Fei, did he mean to fly out? In the end, he got up early because he was not smart enough. 

In other words, he was not smart enough. He did get first place in the exam, but he was in the last few 

places. Every parent-teacher meeting, Father Qin would go to Qin Yushi to get praise, but when it came 

to his son, he was at the bottom. His old face did not look good either. 

And the two children of the Qin family were indeed the things that everyone talked about after dinner. 

They said that they were both born from the Qin family. How could one of them be so smart, good-

looking, and the other so stupid, and they were extremely ugly. 

People said that they must have followed their mothers. Qin Yushi’s biological mother was almost 

admitted to university. She was a teacher, but what was Qin Fei’s mother? She didn’t even finish 

primary school. It was said that.., her studies were too poor and she couldn’t continue. wasn’t this 

exactly the same as Qin Fei now. 

That was because she really wasn’t the type to study. 

Besides, Qin Yushi had thick eyebrows and big eyes. Even though she was very beautiful when she was 

young, she was also good at her studies. 



As for Qin Fei, to put it bluntly, he had shifty eyes. At a glance, he looked like an uncomfortable person 

and was a big idiot. No matter what, he couldn’t teach him. 

Even the teacher had arranged for him to sit in the last row, saying that he was afraid of affecting the 

other children’s studies. This was how things worked when it came to learning. As long as there were no 

accidents, those who learned well would always be good, however, for those who did not learn well, it 

was almost impossible for them to suddenly learn well, especially for people like Qin Fei, who was born 

stupid. 

How could father Qin allow others to talk about his son like that? In his opinion, his son must have 

gotten first place, so he asked Qin Yushi to tutor Qin Fei. 

However, there were some things that couldn’t be mended. For example, the brain, IQ, and 

comprehension. How were these mended? Even if it was mended, it had to be something that Qin Fei 

could eat. 

Therefore, no matter how mended it was, Qin Fei was the last one. 

Father Qin thought that Qin Yushi did not teach her son well and started to beat Qin Yushi up. Qin 

Feitian was forced to study and he also started to beat Qin Yushi up and down, qin yushi only felt better 

after she went to high school. At that time, she was already working in the high school cafeteria. Her 

family did not give her any money, and even when she bought a notebook, she was tight-lipped, it was 

all thanks to her eldest cousin brother, who was like her. He had always taken care of her. Sometimes, 

he would save a portion of his school supplies for Qin Yushi. Otherwise.., qin Yushi couldn’t even afford 

a piece of skin. 

As for Qin Fei, he had been studying on the ground since he was young. When he was in junior high, 

Father Qin wanted his son to find a good junior high school. He found many good schools, but none of 

them were willing to accept a student like Qin Fei, later on, it was Father Qin’s grandparents who had 

entrusted the seven aunts and eight aunts to him. They also gave him money to his acquaintances. In 

the end, they forced him into the middle school. But what was the use of forcing him into the middle 

school? No class wanted such a student. Every time junior high was divided into classes, no teacher 

wanted such a student. No teacher wanted to push him away. They were unwilling to kick him into any 

class. Even the school had said it before, if Qin Fei was expelled and given a junior high graduation 

certificate, he could be considered to have completed nine years of compulsory education. 

However, Father Qin was unwilling. No matter what, he had to let his son finish junior high school and 

take the high school entrance exam. 

He still had hope in his heart. Perhaps his son was still capable. Didn’t they say that boys only started 

studying after junior high school? 

That was why he always thought that the Qin family wasn’t stupid. After all, Qin Yushi had always won 

first place. Now, even in high school, there were no tuition fees, every year, they had to give a large 

amount of scholarships, so he thought that Qin Fei would be able to study hard after he entered junior 

high school. 

However, imagination was always beautiful, but reality was cruel. 



No matter where Qin Fei was, which class he went to, even if he was placed in the elite class, he still 

could not escape the fate of being the last one. He did not like to study, and he had already learned to 

smoke and drink at a young age, after learning how to surf the Internet, he would skip classes every day 

and go to internet cafes to play games. He would also steal money from his family. His academic results 

were never good. No, it was because he had never seen how good he was. who could hand in a blank 

paper for an exam? He would hand it in.., he had completely lost the face of the Qin family. 

In the end, he barely made it through junior high school and still wanted to take the high school exam? 

Even if he took the exam, he would only be paying the exam fee for nothing. The person who handed in 

a blank exam every time could still get into high school. This was too much of a joke. The school was 

afraid that Qin Fei would embarrass their school. The principal even personally came over, they told Qin 

Fei not to continue taking the exam, but Father Qin couldn’t. 

Father Qin and his stepmother directly went to the school. They were like shrews cursing the streets as 

they asked why they didn’t let their son take the exam. They were unwilling to admit the fact that their 

son was stupid no matter what, they still had to let their son take the high school exam. Perhaps he 

really could get into high school. 

The school’s decision was one thing, and so was the parents’intention. The school couldn’t stop the 

students from wanting to take the high school entrance exam. The school didn’t care about this at all, so 

in the end, they could only let Qin Fei take the high school entrance exam. 

As for Qin Fei taking the high school entrance exam, Qin Yushi wanted to take the university entrance 

exam. 

Father Qin insisted that Qin Yushi come back to tutor Qin Fei. At that time, Qin Yushi was already very 

busy. In order to take the university entrance exam, she didn’t even have time to eat, so she wanted to 

tutor Qin Fei. 

And no matter how much Qin Fei tried to tutor her, it was impossible for him to go from zero points to 

one hundred points in an instant. 

Qin Yushi was scolded back by Qin Fei’s father, so Qin Yushi could only endure the sadness in her heart. 

She tutored Qin Fei, but Qin Fei didn’t listen at all. He even found Qin Yushi Annoying, and Qin Yushi 

didn’t want to bother him, but Qin Fei’s father insisted that Qin Fei take the high school entrance exam. 

However, this high school wasn’t run by Qin Yushi, so how could qin yushi have the ability to Stuff Qin 

Fei into it. 

She was still patient enough to give Qin Fei tutoring, and Qin Fei still wanted to go online, play games, 

and chat on QQ. The more Qin Yushi gave him tutoring, the more annoyed he became. Without thinking, 

he directly picked up the table lamp on the table and smashed it into Qin Yushi’s face, at that time, Qin 

Yushi was not prepared at all, nor did she have any reaction. Just like that, she was smashed into her 

eye. Qin Fei was also frightened and immediately ran away without a trace. 

Chapter 2259: her eyes were that bad 

 



Later on, Qin Yushi was sent to the hospital. At that time, her vision was not good and her cornea was 

damaged. Furthermore, she was about to take the college entrance examination. Later on, Qin Yushi 

used these eyes to go to the examination room. At that time, her vision was severely blurred, originally, 

she was definitely a seeded student of Peking University’s Tsinghua University. After all, from primary 

school to high school, she was always within the top of her age in the exams. How could such a student 

not do well in the exams, the school had placed their hopes on this student, but they did not expect 

such a thing to happen. 

Later on, her results were released. Although she did not do as well as she had expected in the middle 

school exams, she still managed to get a very high score. It could be considered as doing the school a 

favor by nurturing her, and it was not a waste of her past few years, the scholarship that the school had 

given her was a pity that it was not a nationally renowned school like Peking University or Tsinghua 

University. 

In addition, ever since her eyes were injured, her eyesight had been affected. She had to wear specially 

made myopic glasses, which had cast a shadow over her future. 

She could almost be considered a half-blind person. 

But even so, when Qin Fei returned, not to mention getting beaten up, he had even been scolded. He 

had led a better life than anyone else. and of course, he did not pass the high school examination. How 

could someone like him pass the high school examination, he didn’t even get a few marks in the exam. 

Even so, Father Qin still spent a large sum of money to stuff his son into a high school. He still hoped 

that his son would be able to make a name for himself, make his ancestors proud, and make a name for 

himself. 

Back then, when Qin Yushi’s eyes were almost blinded by his son, the Doctor said that he needed money 

to treat her eyes. Father Qin said that he didn’t have any money and didn’t want to be treated. That was 

why he fell short of his current high myopia and didn’t get into the best university, in the future, he 

would be blind for the rest of his life. 

Qin Yushi had to pay tuition fees to go to university. Father Qin also said that she didn’t have money and 

that she was blind. What was there to go to school for? Even if she went to school, she wouldn’t be able 

to find a good job. She might as well find a man to marry while she was still young. Otherwise, when she 

was older, who would still want her? 

Father Qin didn’t think of letting his daughter go to university. The family was currently in need of 

money. His son still had to go to university in the future. They had to save money for Qin Fei’s tuition 

fees now. 

From the beginning to the end, they didn’t say a single word of apology to Qin Fei for Blinding Qin 

Yushi’s eyes. It was as if Qin Yushi’s eyes had been hit by herself, as if a few strands of her hair had been 

cut off, it wasn’t as if her eyes were nearly invisible. 

And they really couldn’t wait to find an old cripple for Qin Yushi who was fifteen years older than her. In 

any case, wouldn’t it be better for a blind man to be matched with a cripple? They had even received 

20,000 yuan as a betrothal gift, which was 20,000 yuan.., so they sold Qin Yushi. 



Qin Yushi’s eldest uncle and eldest cousin couldn’t stand it anymore, so they went to argue with Father 

Qin. 

As for what Father Qin said, it was fine. If he gave him 20,000 yuan, he would give the blind man, who 

no one wanted, to them. He would treat him as their daughter and give them a retirement. Everyone 

wrote it clearly in black and white, their family wouldn’t want their daughter in the future. 

In the end, Qin Yushi’s eldest cousin gritted his teeth and said that he would not go to university first. He 

did not do well in the exams anyway, so he wanted to re-take the exams for a year. They would pay for 

this 20,000 yuan. No matter what.., he could not let Qin Yushi’s life be ruined. 

Qin Yushi’s eyes had already become like this. She could not let her life be ruined at the hands of an old 

man. 

This was his younger sister whom he had brought up with his own hands. If it weren’t for her tutoring 

him, he might not even be able to get into high school, let alone university. 

Qin Yushi’s uncle and aunt were good people. They had watched Qin Yushi grow up step by step. In the 

end, they took out 20,000 yuan and bought Qin Yushi back. 

Qin Yushi’s eldest cousin had gone to school and knew some things. Since Father Qin said that they were 

the ones who bought her back, they would have nothing to do with Father Qin’s family in the future? 

At that time, it was the same as Father Qin selling her to that old cripple. In the future, Father Qin’s 

family would not be in charge of her life and death. The protection of her mouth would only work on 

their side. 

Father Qin received 20,000 yuan, and his heart was filled with joy. In any case, he was the one who gave 

birth to it, and the broken bones were still attached to the roots. If they wanted the household 

registration, they would give it to them. 

Qin yushi only had a full meal when she went to her uncle’s place, but her eyes were still not working. 

They were not as good as they used to be. Now, they were almost a thousand degrees of 

nearsightedness. 

Qin Yushi took these eyes and the money her uncle earned with great difficulty and went to school. In 

University, she would work part-time and study part-time. She would stay in the school cafeteria for 

three years. 

However, she was no longer the Qin Yushi of the past. If she was still the Qin Yushi of the past, her 

future would be limitless. After all, how could an extremely talented person who graduated from Peking 

University and Tsinghua University be bad, however, her entire life had been ruined by those eyes. They 

had also severely affected her daily life. Without those special glasses, she was almost as blind as a blind 

man. 

After graduating from university, even finding a job became a problem. Many employees did not even 

return her calls when they saw her image. When she went out to look for a job.., she was met with 

difficulties everywhere. It was only when Lu Guang’s law firm hired an intern secretary that she decided 

to give it a try. In fact, she did not think that she could be chosen, but she did not expect.., in the end, 

out of all the outstanding and beautiful women, Lu Guang chose her. 



In her current understanding, secretaries should be well-dressed, well-built, and beautiful women who 

had a different relationship with their bosses. For example, she was a worker, however, she was not a 

secretary. Unexpectedly, she was chosen by Lu Guang and became his secretary. Up until now, she had 

been Lu Guang’s most profitable assistant. 

Of course, she had earned a lot of money. After she worked, her eldest cousin’s tuition fees were also 

paid by her. She was not an ungrateful person. She knew who was good to her and who was bad to her. 

Her eldest cousin had always wanted to enter a good university, but he did not do as well as he did 

every year. He continued to do so for three years before he finally entered a good university. And now, 

he was still in university, he was also about to graduate, but finding a job was a troublesome matter. 

As for Qin Fei, he was also in university. However, he was bought with money. Anyone could study and 

not learn anything good. He was only given a graduation certificate to make people listen to him. He was 

still a university student, in reality, he could not even be considered a third-rate university. Right now, 

he was messing around in school every day. Coincidentally, he had also graduated from university this 

year, so he did not have a job. 

Chapter 2260: She couldn’t afford to pay for it 

 

As for the Qin family matter, it had nothing to do with Qin Yushi. All these years, her familial ties were 

mostly wiped out by the trifles that happened when she was growing up. It was also when Qin Fei 

smashed her eyes, however, there was no guilt at all. Furthermore, when Father Qin sold her to that old 

cripple for 20,000 yuan, there was no need to mention any familial ties to her. 

All the kinship in her life was felt by her uncle. 

To her, the Qin family was not home, but hell. 

This was Qin Yushi’s past. She had never told anyone about her eyes. If anyone asked, she would say 

that her eyes were born this way.., it was not rare for people to be highly myopic. People nowadays 

were generally myopic, so it made sense for her to be this way. 

This was what Lu Guang had found out about Qin Yushi’s past. He lowered his head and poked Qin 

Yushi’s face again. It really felt nice. It was soft and tender, as if he was touching a piece of tofu, but to 

be honest, Qin Yushi’s eyes were very beautiful. It was a pity. 

And at that moment, under the light, he held Qin Yushi’s face with one hand. He really felt that she was 

more pleasing to the eye, 

her eyes were very beautiful, especially the mist and mist. She was extremely charming. She looked like 

a deer that had just been born. Her face shape was also very good. It was the kind of small and 

coincidental.., her lips were also beautiful and her color was very light. It was also because of her 

extremely white skin that she was born with it. Otherwise, she wouldn’t have such good skin later on. 

He did not think much about it. It was as though he had never seen a woman in his eight lifetimes. His 

fingers slowly traced her red lips. After which, he pressed his own lips against hers as though he was 

possessed by a ghost. 



Suddenly, his heart beat faster. It was as though it was about to jump out of his chest. There was also an 

indescribable softness. It was also extremely soft, he placed his hand on his chest, 

suddenly, he started laughing. 

“Haha...” 

In the middle of the night, no one knew what he was laughing about. Qin Yushi was sleeping soundly. 

Perhaps it was because she was too used to making pillows, so she automatically found a comfortable 

position for herself to continue sleeping. 

When she woke up in the morning and saw that magnified face, she suddenly sat up and ran back to the 

sofa. However, she didn’t know that outside of her half-blind eyes.., it was Lu Guang’s smile. 

Poor Qin Yushi had never suspected that it was Lu Guang’s doing. A man like Lu Guang could have any 

woman he wanted. He couldn’t have an ugly person like her, so she was the only one with such a 

terrible problem, she actually sleepwalked. Luckily, she was only sleepwalking at home. What if she 

swam outside? She was hit by a car, fell to her death while walking, and was robbed. Her life was gone. 

She hadn’t bought a house yet, and she hadn’t lived in a new house yet? 

She hurriedly put on her glasses. After she could see, her eyes were clear, but her mind was even more 

confused. 

What should she do now? She had already taken advantage of her boss. If she continued to take 

advantage of him, she really didn’t know what she would do. Also, should she terminate the contract? 

“You want to terminate the contract?” 

Lu Guang raised his eyes indifferently. 

“You have to think it through.” 

Qin yushi gritted her teeth and nodded in the end. She felt that she really couldn’t continue living like 

this. If she continued living like this, she really didn’t know if she would strip her boss naked in the 

future, as for how she died, she really didn’t know. So, before she made a big mistake, she had to settle 

it first. 

Sure, Lu Guang was very generous. If you want to unilaterally terminate the contract, I can agree. 

Qin yushi finally heaved a sigh of relief. As long as she agreed, it was good. 

“But...” 

Lu Guang’s next sentence made Qin Yushi’s heart, which was originally at ease, rise again. But, but 

what? 

“Qin Yushi...” 

Lu Guang called out Qin Yushi’s full name. 

“Boss, I’m here.” 

Qin yushi quickly replied. 



Lu Guang picked up the Teacup in his hand and took a sip. He then put it to his mouth and placed his 

legs on the table. It was as if he was at home, casual and natural, you probably won’t forget the contract 

we signed. If you want to break the contract.. 

Qin yushi tugged at the corner of her shirt. 

“Are you sure you have 720,000 yuan, Miss Qin?” 

Lu Guang asked Qin Yushi calmly. Of course, he was asking the obvious. How Could Qin Yushi have 7.2 

billion yuan? If she had 7 billion yuan, she would have bought a house for herself by now, it was almost 

all Qin Yushi’s obsession now. If she didn’t buy a house, she wouldn’t even be willing to die. 

Therefore, she didn’t have 720,000 yuan, so she couldn’t afford it. 

When Qin Yushi heard that it was 720,000 yuan, she wanted to die. How could she forget about this? 

There was still 720,000 yuan left. If she counted it all, how many years of work would she have to work 

for Lu Guang to earn back the 7.2 billion yuan. 

Her monthly salary was less than 5,000 yuan, so she didn’t press for 5,000 yuan. She said that she would 

press for 10,000 yuan, including her future salary increase. This would take seven years to pay back. 

Just like that, she had to tighten her belt without eating or drinking. 

She looked up at the ceiling. 

It was the same thing. She couldn’t pay back the money, and she couldn’t afford it either. 

So in the end, she could only endure and leave again. She didn’t dare to bring up the matter of canceling 

the contract again. Such an agreement could only be canceled unilaterally by Lu Guang, but would Lu 

Guang cancel it now? He was playing with his mind. How could he destroy the contract. 

If he did not understand, it was impossible for Qin Yushi to cancel Lu Guang’s contract. There were 

countless 720,000, but Qin yushi could not even afford 720,000 each. 

Therefore, their contract was extremely unfair. and Qin Yushi, this rabbit spirit, was far from being a 

match for Lu Guang, this old Fox. 

At night, Qin Yushi found a thicker rope and tied her legs tightly. Then, she bit the other end of the rope 

with her teeth and tied her hands tightly. If that was the case.., she wouldn’t be sleepwalking anymore. 

She bit the blanket hard and lay down on the small sofa. Actually, she didn’t have any complaints about 

sleeping on the sofa. She could also accept sleeping on the floor, but what she couldn’t accept the most 

was her sleepwalking, or sleepwalking to the boss and taking advantage of him 

 


